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There has been always a dispute between the choice of 1 year or 2 year MBA. Different schools of
thoughts have their own version & take when it comes to feasibility of these management programs.
In India, the concern is becoming bigger owing to the budding entrepreneurship culture in the
country. The question of choosing the right B school in India rides high on the righteousness of the 1
year MBA in current scenario.

When we talk about the 1 year MBA program, it highly depends upon how we think about it. Glowing
economy of different Indians and MNCs mega cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai etc have proved
their mettle in giving India its newly-found economic power in the world. Economy of Delhi has been
exemplary which has rightly retained the blend of management skills & systematic expertise.
Famous Delhi NCR and Gurgaon are the top-notch examples of corporate success.1 year MBA in
India is a special wish, especially of those students who know about their post MBA ambitions
beforehand. The program enjoys a special attachment with the working professionals also who can
easily pursue the course to hone their management skills. The various aspects of one year
management programs gives a new lease of professional life to every graduate & post-graduate and
with respect to Delhi, one has a plethora of options to choose from. As Delhi NCR could be seen
with the perspective of shining and economically stronger India, 1 year Business management in
Delhi has a number of advantages in terms of enriching the finesse of any graduate or working
person. The curriculum is wonderfully unique which ushers way for the youth to carve out a nice
career in the global corporate world. Chief advantages could be mentioned as under-

â€¢	Keeping the current trends of business world, the program incorporates outstanding thinking and
communication skills.

â€¢	The one year MBA program is well in sync with the required managerial skills embedding various
concepts of Management.

â€¢	Executive 1 Year MBA in Delhi India opens door of  future Managers and Business Leaders by
developing the  analytical skills & business acumen

â€¢	Equipping the students with practical knowledge to determine conditions for access to potential
market.

One year management program gives additional gears & USP to excel in different domain of works.
Moreover, the executive programs in these Delhi management schools do not burn a deep hole in
the pocket. One has the flexibility of paying the fees in easy EMIs which is indeed a welcome choice
in contrast of a 2 year MBA program. One year MBA program is a cult hit among every working
professional and with the fast-paced working culture in Delhi, one can easily see himself going
places after the completion of the program.
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Being a resident of Delhi & a working proffessional  I guess A
HREFhttp://www.softdoteducation.com/courses/master.aspx>Executive 1 year MBA program/A>
has a great range of options.Any graduate in any stream can enroll into the program offered from
various A HREFhttp://www.softdoteducation.com/courses/index.aspx>business schools in
Delhi/A>.India is shining and such courses really empower a great sense of managerial and
corporate skills to the business identity of India.
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